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PARAGRAPHS OF THE BIBLE – FIRST CHRONICLES 1-9

ONE
Historical records—From Adam to Abraham:
A. From Adam to Noah’s sons (1:1-4)
B. Sons of Japheth (1:5-7)
C. Sons of Ham (1:8-16)
D. Sons of Shem (1:17-27)

Historical Records—From Abraham to Jacob:
E. From Abraham to Isaac: His sons through Hagar and Keturah (1:28-33)
F. The sons of Isaac (1:34)
G. Sons and descendants of Esau (1:35-54)

TWO
Historical records—From Jacob to David:
A. Sons of Jacob (2:1-2)
B. Sons and descendants of Judah (2:3-55)

THREE
Historical records—From David to captivity:
A. Sons of David (3:1-9)
B. Son and descendants of Solomon (3:10-24)

FOUR
Historical records of the twelve tribes:
A. Descendants of Judah (4:1-23)
B. Descendants of Simeon (4:24-43)

FIVE
Historical records of the twelve tribes (continued):
A. Descendants of Reuben (5:1-10)
B. Descendants of Gad (5:11-22)
C. Descendants of the one-half tribe of Manasseh (5:23-26)
SIX

Historical records of the twelve tribes (continued):
A. The sons and descendants of Levi (6:1-30)
B. The musicians’ guild (6:31-48)
C. The descendants of Aaron (6:49-53)
D. The cities of the priests and Levites (6:54-81)

SEVEN

Historical records of the twelve tribes (continued):
A. The descendants of Issachar (7:1-5)
B. The descendants of Benjamin (7:6-12)
C. The descendants of Naphtali (7:13)
D. The descendants of the one-half tribe of Manasseh (7:14-19)
E. The descendants of Ephraim (7:20-29)
F. The descendants of Asher (7:30-40)

EIGHT

Historical records of the twelve tribes (continued):
A. The descendants of Benjamin up to King Saul (8:1-32)
B. The descendants of Benjamin from King Saul (8:33-40)

NINE

Historical records of the remnant:
A. The descendants of the twelve tribes who returned (9:1-9)
B. The descendants of the priests who returned (9:10-13)
C. The descendants of the Levites who returned (9:14-34)
D. The descendants of Saul (9:35-44)